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• Sweden: ne bis in idem Principle does not prevent Competition Authority from Imposing Fines 
after Decision to terminate Infringement has been issued
On 13 January 2014, the Stockholm City Court (the Court) ruled that the ne bis in idem principle did not 
prevent the Swedish Competition Authority (the Authority) from bringing an action for fines regarding an 
infringement of competition law which had already been prohibited in an earlier court case.

In December 2010, taxi companies complained to the Authority about excessive fees being imposed 
for picking up customers who had pre-booked taxis from Stockholm Airport. The Authority chose not 
to investigate the case further and closed it. The taxi companies then initiated court proceedings and 
successfully argued that the fees should be prohibited. Such proceedings are available to parties only if 
the Authority has decided not to investigate the case. In November 2011 the Market Court found that the 
airport had abused its dominant position by imposing excessive fees, which constituted an infringement 
of Article 102 TFEU and the equivalent national provision. The Market Court required the airport to 
terminate the infringement or pay conditional fines.

On the basis of this ruling, the Authority, who cannot issue fines itself, brought an action against the 
airport for fines for having abused its dominant position by imposing excessive fees during the period 
leading up to the Market Court’s decision. The airport company argued that the Authority’s claim was 
illegitimate and should be dismissed due to ne bis in idem, as the matter had already been resolved by 
the Market Court.

On 13 January, the Court ruled that the principle of ne bis in idem did not prevent the Authority from 
bringing an action for the imposition of fines. In its decision, the Court concluded that the previous court 
case in the Market Court was not of a criminal law character. The prohibition on double sentencing and 
punishment therefore does not hinder the Court from examining the Authority’s claim for the imposition 
of competition fines. The airport has reported its intention to appeal the decision.

See further the Stockholm City Court´s judgement (in Swedish):
http://www.kkv.se/upload/Filer/Konkurrens/2014/tingsratten_T9131-3_Swedavia.pdf
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